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Students invite
family for weekend
University planned activities including
movies and sports for Family Weekend
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TRAVEL WITHOUT

By Amanda Dortch
Reporter

LEAVING HOME

Visitors Bureau offers students, residents chance to explore city, downtown

The University’s campus was filled with friends and
family this weekend due to the annual Falcon Family
Weekend.
Over 30 on-campus activities were available for
families to attend.
Activities included LGBTQ+ Family Social, family game night and movies such as “The Fault in Our
Stars” and “X-Men: Days of Future Past” were shown.
Also, many families took advantage of their time
spent on campus by attending the highly anticipated
football game against Indiana at the Doyt.
Sophomore Kara Maxey and her family showed
excitement for the weekend with University spirit
attire and high hopes for the football team.
“We’ve had an awesome time,” said mother of Kara
Maxey. “We are pumped for the game and just spending time with [Kara]. The only thing I would change
about family weekend would be the weather.”

By Hannah Benson
Reporter

No airplanes, security checkpoints, luggage or travel
pillows are needed to fill up your passport this fall.
The Bowling Green Convention and Visitors Bureau
is offering Passport to BG for the second year in a row.
Jamie Sands, Bowling Green Convention and Visitors
Bureau Marketing Coordinator and the BG Visitor
Center Supervisor, said Passport to BG is “a fun way for
people to explore and interact with the community.”
Passport to BG is comprised of what Sands calls
“super coupons” to local businesses. As the coupons
are used, stamps are applied to the “passport.” Each
stamp enters guests into to a drawing for a prize
package.
Guests can collect stamps until the day of the
prize package drawing, November 1.
Some of the prize package includes an overnight
stay, downtown dollars and bottles of wine.
Last year, the program occurred for the first
time during Falcon Family weekend under a different name, “Be a Tourist in Your Own Hometown.”
Rather than occurring over four months, like this
year, the event lasted three days with similar
coupons.
Sands said the event was so popular among guests
and businesses that this year it was brought back for
a longer period of time.
“Our locally owned stores and restaurants loved
it,” Sands said. “They loved having fresh faces
walk into their stores and do business or at least
see it for the first time. They wanted the program
to last longer.”

See FAMILY | Page 2

Latino Student Union to
start first event of year
Beginning of September starts
Hispanic Heritage Month
By Jon Stinchcomb
Reporter

Today, communities from all across the nation
will begin festivities to mark the start of the
30-day celebration for Hispanic Heritage Month.
The events in Bowling Green will be a little
different, but for a good reason.
“In Bowling Green, we actually call it ‘Latino
Heritage Month’ rather than ‘Hispanic Heritage
Month’ because there was an actual mayoral
proclamation declaring that,” said Ana Brown,
coordinator for diversity and retention initiatives at the University.
Brown is also one of the faculty co-advisors
for the Latino Student Union. She said LSU was
instrumental in getting that proclamation for
BG, which is one of the few places that makes
the distinction.
While the word ‘Hispanic’ refers specifically and exclusively to ancestry of a Spanish-

See PASSPORT | Page 2

See LATINO | Page 5

SLIPPING AND SLIDING ON ICE

Alumnus eats Chipotle to raise money, awareness
Joe Gallo consumed burritos for his fraternity brother who has brain cancer
By Annie Furia
Copy Chief

TRAVIS WILLHOITE | THE BG NEWS

STUDENTS AND families skate at the Bowling Green Ice Arena for one of the many activities
offered for Family Weekend. Skating was free for students with an I.D. but not for the families.

BIG TEN UPSET

The BG football team defeated Indiana
University this past weekend. This was
the Falcon’s first victory against a Big
Ten team since 2007. | PAGE 3

Eating Chipotle for 100 days in
a row might sound like a dream
come true for some University
students, but Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity alumnus Joe Gallo didn’t
do it for himself.
Gallo ate a Chipotle burrito
once a day for 100 days in order
to raise money for his fraternity
brother and fellow alumnus Bret
Grund, who was diagnosed with
stage 4 brain cancer.
Originally, the “100 days of
Chipotle” challenge simply started as a joke.
“He originally started it as a satire,” said Nick Wainwright, internal vice-president of Pi Kappa
Alpha. “He was kind of making
fun of the whole idea of ‘100 days
of happiness’ that you see a lot of
people doing on Instagram.”
Gallo said that as it was a

“People seemed to be
pretty on board . . . it
had a lot of interaction
on social media...”
Joe Gallo | Alumnus

joke, he didn’t originally intend
to do the challenge for the full
100 days.
However, only a few days into
his “100 days of Chipotle” challenge, Gallo learned of Grund’s
diagnosis and decided to use the
challenge to help.
“As soon as he learned
about that, he saw it as a good
opportunity to raise awareness for that issue and to raise
money for Bret Grund’s family,”
Wainwright said.
Gallo’s inspiration to use the
challenge to help his fraternity
brother came from the attention

ANTI-SMOKING ADS

Columnist Cassie Sullivan talks about
the ineffectiveness of anti-smoking ads
aired late at night. These ads, directed
mostly to teens, aren’t very helpful due
to the timing they are aired. | PAGE 4

the challenge had already.
“People seemed to be pretty on
board . . . it had a lot of interaction on social media and people
were telling me in person, ‘Hey,
you should start a GoFund’,” he
said.
A GoFundMe campaign was set
up during Gallo’s challenge, but
the campaign was ended recently
so that the money raised could be
given to Grund.
Gallo emphasized that money
could still be donated by getting
in contact with members of Pi
Kappa Alpha.
To raise awareness for the
GoFundMe campaign, Gallo
documented each day of eating
Chipotle on his Instagram page,
@therealbrogallo. On Aug. 29,
Gallo posted a video to Instagram
of him eating the final burrito of
the 100 day challenge.

See CHIPOTLE | Page 5

WHAT WOULD YOU EAT FOR 100 DAYS STRAIGHT
TO RAISE MONEY FOR CANCER?
“Tacos.”
Keyra Rutlin
Freshman, Criminal Justice
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BLOTTER

There is no Blotter for today
because the Bowling Green
Police did not upload one to
their website. When asked for
a copy, the police could not
provide The BG News with one.
Check BGNews.com for the full
Blotter tonight.

FAMILY
From Page 1
Some students used this
time to catch up with people from their past, because
the word “family” to some
is not exclusive to those
outside of blood/physical
relation.
Mentors, friends and significant others also came to
campus for Falcon Family
Weekend. Sophomore Quentin
McKinnon welcomed his high
school mentor and teacher
Mark Paik as his family.
“He has been my mentor for the past two years,”
McKinnon said. “I wanted him
to see BG since he has never
been [here].”
The two reconnected over
a tour of campus beginning
at the business building due
to their shared major in business. They ended their day
with Lola’s Frozen Yogurt on

With cold weather on the way, students may take
extra steps to stay healthy for season

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Falcon Health Center nurse suggests students steer clear of viruses such as mono,
whooping cough by washing hands frequently, getting exercise, dieting

Check out the full interactive
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM

By Myah Lanier
Reporter

Faith
Yingling

It’s getting to be sick season; students may need
to start preparing and
looking out for the different viruses that are
coming.
Betty DeSilvio, a nurse
at the Falcon Heath
Center, said students
should start preparing
themselves for the season change and to try
to remain as healthy as
possible.
“Since it’s starting to
get cold, the viruses are
making their way back,”
she said.
The virus that is common for students to
catch is mononucleosis.
Mono is a virus that can
be spread through contact with saliva, mucus
from the nose and
the throat.
“Not everyone catches
mono. It’s not unusual
for someone in a resi-

Main St.
“It was great to see him,”
McKinnon said. “He really enjoyed himself too,
especially at Lola’s.”
Like visiting Lola’s and taking specialized tours, other
students decided to create
their own activities for their
family’s visit.
Freshman Shelby Sharp
had a slumber party with her
younger sister to begin the
Family Weekend festivities.
“I was a college girl for the
night,” said younger sibling
Bailey Sharp. “We watched
some Frozen.”
Falcon Family Weekend
has hosted over a thousand
families in the past two years,
according a past news article.
“I’m really glad they have
a family weekend,” student
Traci Sharp said. “We just
want to spend time with her,
doing whatever she wants
to do while we are here as
a family.”

Director of
Wellness
Connection

dence hall, sleeping in
the same room with one
student getting mono
and the roommate not
hav ing it,” DeSilv io
said. “Why? If the person with mono washes
their hands, do not share
food or drinks, they
will contain it within
themselves.”
Students should also
be aware of the whooping cough virus. This
virus is a violent and
rapid coughing, over
and over, until the air is
gone from the lungs.
DeSilvio said this type
of cough can cause students to throw up and be
extremely tired.
“Even though this type

PASSPORT
From Page 1
DISCOVER AUTUMN’S

Radiance

Wood County Historical
Center is one of the stops
in the passport.
Marketing Coordinator
for the Wood County
Historical Center Kelli
Kling said the passport is a
great way to get new people into the museum.
“My hope for the passport is extra exposure for
the museum,” Kling said.
She also said the
museum tries to create
exhibits that tie well into
Wood County.
Coupons are available in
the passport for businesses
such as SBX, Falcon Team
Store, Snooks Dream Cars,
Wood County Historical
Center, Stone Ridge Golf
Club, BG Hats and Apparel,
Pisanello’s, Naslada Bistro,
Café Havana, Downtown
BG Farmers’ Market, Melt
Shoppe, Coyote Beads,
BGSU Ice Arena and
many more.
Ca mpus tou r g u ide
Sa ra h Pi l k ing ton sa id
she thinks the passport
is a good way to get students involved in t he

of virus is usually found
in babies and infants,
it is now starting to be
discovered in teens and
adults as well,” she said.
The top of the list virus
for students is influenza, which is also called
the flu. This is an infection of the nose, throat
and lungs.
“This is also a known
virus for students to
have, because it is easily
spread through coughs,
sneezes,” DeSilvio said.
“The Health Center will
be giving out the f lu
shots soon in October for
students or anyone who
would like to have it.”
A student named
Jordan Meador said she
was one of many students that didn’t get the
f lu shot and ended up
having this virus.
“I remember being
so sick and I knew it
was something serious because I never felt

community.
“This is a great way to
see what community
involvement there is in
BG,” she said.
Although
Pilkington
said tour guides promote
on-campus involvement,
she also said she thinks
knowing your community
is important.
“We try to promote oncampus involvement, but
it’s also great for them to
have involvement with
the outside community,”
Pilkington said.
Sands said with the
passport, the entire community
can
explore
BG easily.
“Bowling Green has so
much to offer,” Sands said.
“We have boutique shopping, locally owned restaurants and great attractions. Passport to BG is a
discounted and fun way to
participate in all of those.”
Find the passport in the
Bowling Green Visitors
Guide, which is available
for free at The BG Visitor
Center, 2151 Alumni Dr., or
the downtown Convention
and
Visitors
Bureau
Information office, 119 E.
Court St.

this type of sick before,”
she said. “I was sneezing, coughing and I was
throwing up but I never
gotten the diarrhea part,
which is supposed to be
a common symptom.”
Director of Wellness
C on ne c t ion
Fa it h
Yingling said students
need to start preparing a healthy lifestyle
to start preventing from
getting sick.
“Get enough sleep
because sleep helps
you recover and being
mentally focused is
important,” she said.
“This helps build your
immune system.”
Yingling said students
should also try physical
activity; just 15 minutes
of working out can help.
“Students should hand
wash, balance lifestyle
with dieting, exercising,
rest and fun,” DeSilvio
said. “If students follow
this, they will be okay.”

STAMPS HERE
The Passport to BG
features many different
stores and activities in
the city. Below is a full list
of all the organizations
found on the passport.
LOCATIONS: SBX,
Falcon Team Store,
Wood County Historical
Center, Stone Ridge
Golf Club, Pisanello’s,
Naslada Bistro, Café
Havana, Downtown
BG Farmers’ Market,
Melt Shoppe, Coyote
Beads, BGSU Ice Arena,
For Keeps, Art-a-Site,
Wood County District
Public Library, Gallery
Salon, Easy Street Café,
Cookie Jar, Ben Franklin,
DiBenedetto’s, BGSU
Forrest Creason Golf
Course, Grounds for
Thought, Trotter’s Tavern
and more.

Sterling silver charms from $25

Introducing the New 2014 Autumn Collection
from PANDORA

C STERLING JEWELERS

Located in Levis Commons
#HAPPEL$RIVEp0ERRYSBURG /HIO


Great Selection

n

Close to Campus

n

Better Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com
—

R E N T A L S

—

Check Us Out
On Facebook!
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‘Hoosier’ Daddy?
Falcons claim first victory against Big Ten opponent since 2007, defeats Indiana
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Editor-in-Chief

As freshman receiver Roger Lewis lined up for the final offensive play
against Indiana University his whole life flashed before his eyes.
“Everything, all my pain I’d been through I saw my whole life flash,”
he said.
It’s safe to say this game will add to some of those memories. He
caught a career-high 16 receptions for 149 yards and one touchdown,
with one touchdown coming when the Falcons needed him the most.
“I just want to make plays for the team and be able to put the team

See FOOTBALL | Page 6

ALYSSA N. BENES | THE BG NEWS

Men’s soccer leads nation in scoring
with help from Flynn, defeats NKU
Falcons win late against Northern Kentucky Friday night, look to improve demeanor
By Brandon Shrider
Assistant Sports Editor

The Bowling Green men’s soccer returned to the win column
over the weekend on a late goal
by the nation’s leading scorer,
Pat Flynn.
After taking the lead 1-0
right before halftime, Northern
Kentucky responded in the second half by tying the game up
on a header.
However, continuing to play
as a unit, the Falcons were able
to battle back and take a 2-1
lead with just five minutes left
in regulation.
Upon taking the lead, the
Falcons never looked back as
they secured their fourth victory of the season.
“These guys are known and
very proud of their fitness,”
head coach Eric Nichols said.
“They go deeper than us and
they’re known as a really hardworking, extremely fit team, so
for us to be able to beat them in
the second half, it’s good.”
While the Falcons were able
to rebound after suffering their
first loss of the season the week
prior, they understand that
there are technical aspects of
their game that they will need
to clean up.
The Falcons were able to get
off 17 shots to NKU’s 12, but the
issue is less than half of their
shots being ‘on goal’.
“We’re leading the nation
in scoring and that’s because
we put ourselves on frame,”
Nichols said. “When we’re missing the frame we’re not giving it
a chance. These guys are better
than that.”
The Falcons wish to improve

“Each person steps
up individually and
if you look at it
collectively, there is
a lot of good stuff
going on.”
Pat Flynn | Sophomore
upon their already successful
offense, but they are cognizant
of their defense and the work
that needs to be done on that
side of the field as well.
The defense even more so
than the offense because their
defensive play is the key for the
offense to remain successful.
“Everything we do is built off
of our defending and even the
goal we gave up I think we could
have prevented it,” Nichols said.
“We gave them a couple chances,
so I think that we need to clean
things up. We could have gotten
a clean sheet.”
Despite getting another victory while operating under the
notion that all aspects of their
game can be improved, the
Falcons may still be lacking elsewhere: demeanor.
“I think we played well; we
competed well, but there was a
part of our demeanor that was
lacking,” Nichols said. “I’d like
to see a little bit more of a killer
spirit.”
While both the coaching staff
and players feel that they could
use work in every phase of the
game, the Falcons were able to
move to 4-1 on the season, maintain a perfect record at Cochrane

Stadium.
The near perfect record
is because of their ability to
play cohesively game in and
game out.
“I thought overall that we
played as a unit,” junior midfielder Ryan James said. “You
have your times where you’re
not playing as good, but I
think we as a team played
better more times than they
[Northern Kentucky] did.”
By playing as a unit, the
Falcons have had great success
at converting the opportunities when they have the chance.
This is evident with sophomores
Pat Flynn and Jacob Roth leading the nation in goals and
assists, respectively.
The Falcons continue to use
the entire starting lineup as well,
not allowing the team to be centered about any one player.
“Each person steps up individually and if you look at it collectively, there is a lot of good
stuff going on,” Flynn said. “It
happened to fall on me early in
the season, but it’s really a team
effort. Our team is up there in
every statistic.”
To win, you need both a good
offense and defense, you can’t
just have one, James said.
Ultimately, the Falcons have
been productive in every aspect
of the game, but continue to
strive for improvement, and this
desire to get better has led to the
early-season success.
The Falcons will look for their
fifth win of the season in an
early-week bout against the
University of Michigan, on the
road in Ann Arbor at 7:30 p.m.
on Sept. 16.

Rugby team victorious at Ohio
State University this past weekend
Falcon club team makes comeback, takes risk in final
posession to defeat rival Buckeyes by a score of 31-29
Scott Sadowski
Reporter

The BG football team was not the
only BG athletics team to take down
a Big 10 opponent on a last second
scoring effort this Saturday. BG Club
Rugby took down the Ohio State
University, edging the Buckeyes
out 31-29.
BG Rugby’s first ever game in the
program took place in 1968 against
none other than Ohio State. BG won
8-5, and since then Ohio State has
been BG’s oldest rival when it comes
to rugby. After a rout of Louisville
last weekend, BG looked to continue
their dominance against the betterequipped Buckeyes.
The score was tight throughout
the entirety of the game, with both
teams never leading by more than
seven. BG and Ohio State continued
to trade scoring efforts back and
forth until the end of the game.
Adam Regini, Mike Powell and
Nick Ross all contributed to BG’s
scoring efforts in the first half of
play. Regini did well slicing through
the defense, scoring his try from 35
yards out. The half came to an end,
OSU up 19-12.
Frank Viancourt opened the
second half with an immediate
try from short yardage, pulling the
Falcons within 2 of the Buckeyes.
A conversion by Powell followed,
tying the game up at 19.
Alex Garnaut took it in from a
few yards out after Steve Fritsch
cut through the OSU defense for
55 yards, making it look easy. The
conversion by Powell was good yet
again, allowing the Falcons to pull
ahead of the Buckeyes 26-19.
With 10 minutes remaining and
both teams exhausted from the gritty battle, it seemed as if the game

would end in a tie. BG needed to
keep complete control of the ball
offensively or play would end in
a tie. After rucking all the way to
the 50-yard line, BG was granted
a penalty kick. Play cannot end
on a penalty, so rather than going
for the tie, BG attempted one last
scoring effort.
The relentless Falcon offense
dug deep and went sideline to sideline. Regini fed Ryan Steinmetz
who hit Cole Shaffer for the lastsecond score. After such a hard
fought game, the Falcons came
together as a team and refused to let
their efforts end in a tie. BG rolled
along, 31-29.
Director Roger Mazzarella was
thrilled with the tenacity and heart
of the Falcons.
“Considering we lost 18 guys to
graduation last spring, the poise
shown by the youth dominated
squad at the end of the game was
just phenomenal,” he said.
Head coach Tony Mazzarella was
conservative with his reaction after
his game rather than ecstatic, looking forward to next week.
“We were really good in spurts,
but we were inconsistent in some of
our discipline which led to penalties
and all of Ohio State’s scores,” he
said. “On the other hand, losing the
lead and coming back the way we
did, it shows a lot of heart, especially
for a young team.”
BGlookstocontinuetheirmomentum next week against another
tough opponent, Davenport. It is
safe to say that after the offensive
show against Louisville and the
defense showing heart against Ohio
State, BG is clicking on all cylinders.
The Falcons will play Davenport
Sept. 20 at home at the College Park
Rugby Field.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“Macaroni and
cheese.”

JESSICA OLADELE

Sophomore,
Inclusive Early Childhood Education

“

What would you eat for 100 days straight to raise money for cancer?

“Chipotle,
because I’ll lose
weight.”

JAYNE HAMMOCK

Freshman,
Pre-Med Neuroscience

4

“Pizza. It
wouldn’t be
hard to eat
every day.”

JORDAN POLLIC
Junior,
English

“Vegetable
salad. Healthy
food is a good
way to avoid
cancer.”

AIDEN RUI
Freshman,
Economics

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Manners

MAN,

THAT REALLY

BREAKS MY

BILL

”

Late night anti-smoking ads disregarded, ineffective

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY’S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM OR YOU CAN
TWEET YOUR SCREECHES AT @FALCONSCREECH OR
WITH #FALCONSCREECH.

So you shame women for sleeping around, but praise men
who do the same? Please. It’s 2014, not the 1950s; enough
with the old-school sexism.
#DOUBLESTANDARDS
I was fine all weekend and now I’m suddenly sick? I hate
life.
-NOT FAIR
Uh, no. I don’t have enough money in my register to break
$100 right now, especially if you want $80 back.
#IFEELUNSAFEWITHALOTINMYDRAWER
First, my roommate is sick all week and gets better. Then I
get sick. I’m afraid we’re passing it back and forth.
-TAKING TURNS SLEEPING ON THE FUTON
Please turn off your crappy country music. It’s 3 a.m. and
the music sucks.
#IWANNASLEEP
Can I just have HGTV and cuddles?
-SINGLE PERSON PROBLEMS
We’re in college and you still don’t wash your hands after
using the bathroom? Looks like you need to take a course
in basic hygiene.
#GROSS
All of my roommates left me alone over the weekend...
-AWKWARD
While I was sleeping the other night, one of my roommate’s pictures fell off the wall and scared me half to
death.
#ALMOSTHADAHEARTATTACK
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Cassie Sullivan
Assistant Managing
Editor
One of my latest guilty pleasures at night has been watching reruns of various television
shows on Nick @ Nite.
It doesn’t matter if it’s “How
I Met Your Mother” or “That
70’s Show,” I’ll turn it on while
I crank out a couple hours of
homework and maybe even
take an unplanned break
and watch a little television
because I want to see Eric mess
up with Donna, or Barney tell
Ted to “suit up” because I find
that stuff amusing.
But what I have noticed
without the amazing power

of pause and rewind and
skipping commercials is the
advertisements. I’m not writing about any kind of advertisements; only the public service announcements targeted
at the younger demographics
[I’m assuming 16-year-olds
to 19-year-olds or so] that are
anti-smoking.
Personally, I never felt the
urge to smoke. My step-grandfather died of lung cancer over
10 years ago.
Part of the cancer was
caused by decades of smoking and when he was exposed
to Agent Orange [a chemical
weapon] during the Vietnam
War, but I was unaware of
the latter until years after
his death.
So, naturally, I blamed his
death on smoking and knew

smoking was bad. It was
something the D.A.R.E. [Drug
Abuse Resistance Education]
program beat into my head
at a young age and also something I knew from firsthand
experience.
So, it’s kind of natural for me
to have an aversion to smoking.
Also, I work at a gas station
and know the price, with tax,
of a pack of cigarettes. That
$6.04 for a pack of whatever,
including tax, is a coffee and
change, or a good portion of
my phone bill for next month.
Or I can buy something else
that won’t damage my body in
horrible ways.
But I want to ask: is the
money spent on these PSA
commercials actually worthwhile, or are the anti-tobacco

companies talking to glassyeyed teens that are looking
for a half hour of amusement
before bed?
I feel like it’s the latter.
We have the power to skip
commercials, or go back to
doing homework while they’re
on, or run to the bathroom or
get something from the kitchen. The odds are the meanings of these commercials are
getting lost on viewers who
aren’t there.
I know the PSA advertisements have peoples’ best
interests at heart, but there
has to be another way to
reach the younger people
of the world.

Respond to Cassie at
thenews@bgnews.com

Education holds high value, must preserve its constituents
Geoffrey Howes
COLUMNIST

You’ve heard the expression
“throw the baby out with the
bathwater.”
It means doing such a good
job of removing what is wrong
that you eliminate what you
were trying to improve.
It’s related to the notorious quotation attributed to
a U.S. officer in the Vietnam
War: “We had to destroy the
village in order to save it.”
These phrases, along with
Aesop’s fable of the goose
that laid the golden eggs,
often come to mind when I
think about state-supported higher education in the
United States.
As we know, public higher
education is undergoing the
first major contraction in
its history. It is adjusting to
political, technological and
economic pressures and
trying to stay affordable,
effective and relevant.
If you are a student, you
may feel the pressure of high

tuition and the solution that
the steadily privatizing public education system offers:
large, long-term debts.
If you are an administrator, you may feel you’re
caught between the Scylla
of constantly reduced state
funding and the Charybdis
of pricing yourself out of
the market.
If you are a faculty member, you may feel pressure to innovate rapidly
and repeatedly. Frequent
upgrades [or at least
changed] and expansions
of information technology,
changing student demographics and rising student-to-faculty ratios are
just a few of the challenges.
If you are a non-tenuretrack faculty member, you
likely feel the pressure of
being in the fungible, parttime, temporary labor pool
of college teachers. You may
be working for more than
one institution and earning wages too low for someone with graduate degrees
and experience.
Of course, amid all these
pressures the discussion
continues of just what baby
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we’re bathing, what village
we’re saving and where
the goose’s value comes
from. What is the point of
higher education?
Some emphasize matching learned skills and knowledge to the job market.
Some emphasize personal
development, maximizing
thinking skills, creativity,
knowledge and leadership.
Some emphasize the
importance to our republic
of an informed and discerning body politic.
These three main values—economic, personal
and social—are of course
not mutually exclusive. In
fact, they have long constituted the “added value” of a
college education.
But when resources are
scarce, students [and parents and politicians] understandably tend to look at
economics: how soon they’ll
finish, how much they’ll
earn and how quickly they
can pay off their loans.
These are all vital considerations, but we should also
keep in mind the other, lessquantifiable purposes of an
education.

Ideally, it produces independent, aware and adaptable
citizens. This is good for the
economy and for the quality
of life of individuals and the
communities they live in.
I was encouraged to hear
Dr. Craig, our new dean of
Arts and Sciences, describe
the University’s mission as
developing good “habits of
mind.” The habits of expanding one’s horizons, assessing and re-assessing, thinking creatively: these are all
essential parts of the value
added by higher education.
So ultimately, our minds
are the baby we should not
throw out with the bathwater. The communities of the
university, with a stable and
loyal staff and eager, energetic students, are the village
we need to protect from the
ravages of austerity. Golden
eggs depend on a healthy
goose.
In my next column I will
reflect on how universities
may be endangering the
health of the goose.

Respond to Geoff at
thenews@bgnews.com

THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters are generally to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University’s campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer
pieces between 400 and 700 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University’s
campus or the Bowling Green
area. Two submissions per month
maximum.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS
Send submissions as an attachment
to thenews@bgnews.com with the
subject line marked “Letter to the
Editor” or “Guest Column.” All submissions are subject to review and
editing for length and clarity before
printing. The editor may change the
headlines to submitted columns and
letters at his or her discretion.
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Street hockey played by volunteers

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Two friends started sport five years ago, now competes in league for championship trophy
By Jon Stinchcomb
Reporter

What started merely as
an idea shared among two
friends who loved street
hockey has since grown into
a league of its own.
About five years ago, Adam
Kaczala and Billy Seiling, who
were co-workers at the time,
both had an avid passion for
the sport of hockey. When
they took this enthusiasm
to the roller rink at Bowling
Green City Park on Sunday
nights, simple shoot arounds
became pick-up games
and were getting bigger by
the week.
“It got to the point where
you would spend more time
waiting to play than you
would actually spend on the
rink,” Kaczala said. “This is
when Bill and I decided we
needed something bigger
than weekly pick-up games.”
By early 2012, they had a
vision for a recreational hockey league that could surpass
all those that preceded it in
the area. A league that was
fun and built with volunteers,
but still came as close to recreating realistic ice-like conditions and play style as was
possible in a dry rink.
The
Bowling
Green

Roller Hockey League is
what emerged and it didn’t
take long at all to know it
could succeed.
“We realized the league
was starting to take off after
our very first session,” Kaczala
said. “The first session included mostly guys that we had
been playing those pick-up
games with, but we had a
good amount of new faces
that heard about us through
word of mouth.”
He put in a lot of extra
work to increase the BG
Roller Hockey’s online presence, which again helped the
league grow. They have their
own website, Facebook page
and forum, where they share
numerous pictures, in-depth
statistics, discuss rules and
the state of the game.
Over the past two years,
those humble beginnings
have since expanded into a
league that just wrapped up
its fifth season, where it saw
a total of well over 50 players
take to their skates and participate.
Corey Sabaitis travels from
Findlay to play in the league
every Sunday. He said he likes
how close it is and the fact
that they play with a puck
even on the dry surface.
“It’s more realistic because

we all play hockey,” Sabaitis
said. “And it’s cheaper than
anywhere else.”
While there is a small fee for
playing, the league isn’t out to
make a profit. All of that goes
toward expenses. The league
is run for the players and by
the players, some of which
offer their time even when
they’re not playing, either as
referees or scorekeepers. And
goalies always play for free.
Those are the sort of people
that fit right in with BG Roller
Hockey, Kaczala said.
As a non-hitting league
that values sportsmanship
and takes player safety very
seriously, there is strictly
no fighting.
But that doesn’t mean there
is any less competitiveness
amid the broad range of skill
levels within the league. From
former Division 1 collegiate
athletes, such as BGSU alumni, to complete newcomers,
the talent is distributed fairly
evenly among the teams,
Kaczala said.
One player, Chris Aldrich,
said that camaraderie with
the teams is his favorite
aspect to the league.
“I found out about it before
it was an organized league,”
Aldrich said. “At that point it
was just a drop in. Everyone

would come, throw in sticks
and pick teams. A short while
after that it was an organized
league with four teams, then
seven. I think there’s going to
be eight next session.”
Aldrich’s team earned
a shot at the Sanderson
Memorial Cup, the league’s
championship trophy. A
new name will be notched
in it soon with the Summer
2014 season concluded this
past weekend.
Though, the wait isn’t long
before they are right back in
the rink.
Next Sunday the league
opens their Fall 2014 season.
Games are still played where
they began five years ago, at
the Bowling Green City Park
during the same time every
week, 3 to 10 p.m.
“We can’t emphasize
enough how grateful we are to
our past and current players,
for without them the league
wouldn’t be where it is today,”
Kaczala said. “We have seen
many great friendships form
and existing friendships grow
stronger through the league.
For the most part, our players
are a friendly group of guys
who look forward to playing
one another each and every
week in a competitive environment.”

LATINO
From Page 1

PHOTO PROVIDED

JOE GALLO took a photo for his Instagram page for his 100 days of Chipotle challenge. He has photos and videos there
highlighting his experience eating the burritos to raise awareness for his fraternity brother.

CHIPOTLE
From Page 1
Gallo said by that last day,
between the challenge and
the fraternity’s efforts to
raise money, about $12,500
was raised for Grund.
Gallo said when he
started using the challenge
to support Grund, “I was
hoping that eventually
it was going to get media
attention.”
The story was picked up
by the Huffington Post and
Fox News, as well as Elite
Daily, which Gallo credits
for getting the challenge
much of its publicity.
Wainwright believes the
challenge had far-reaching
effects.
“I think that it had a very
positive impact not only
for Bret, but also for our

“It really helped a
lot of people learn
about stage four
brain cancer.”
Nick Wainwright | Internal
VP of Pi Kappa Alpha
chapter and for Joe, and
also for anybody else who’s
going through this because
[Gallo] really did a good job
of publicizing how important it is that we get people
the medical treatment that
they need,” he said.
“It really helped a lot
of people learn about
stage four brain cancer,”
Wainwright said.
President of Pi Kappa
Alpha Brandon Morrison
felt that Gallo’s actions also
had an impact much closer

check us out
online @

to campus: Gallo’s fraternity brothers.
He said, “It just got all
the guys excited. It let us
all know that given the
right mindset, we can all
make a pretty big difference just individually, even
with something small like
eating burritos straight for
100 days.”
Morrison said that the
entire fraternity worked to
raise money for Grund.
Members were involved
in efforts such as “raising
awareness and helping
the alumni facilitate a picnic for him this summer,”
Morrison said.
For Gallo, brotherhood
was a key part of the fundraising for Grund.
“This is just a normal
thing for the brothers,”
Gallo said. “You stand up
for family.”

NEWS.com

speaking country, ‘Latino’
is more inclusive, referring to heritage of all
Latin American countries,
even those that don’t
speak Spanish.
“There is this misunderstanding that Latino
is a race, or that everybody is Mexican,” Brown
said. “And while I’m not
down playing that, it’s
important to be proud of
your heritage, but Latino
encompasses a lot.”
Being inclusive is very
important to LSU. While
one of the organization’s goals is to promote
Latino culture, it is open
to everyone, said Mayra
Lopez, president of LSU.
“We want people to
come in and learn more
about our culture, learn
more about us as an
organization and realize we are more alike
than we are different,”
Lopez said.
The organization also

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

looks to help members
academically and emotionally, providing a support system that makes
everyone feel comfortable, she said.
In addition to embracing students from all
walks of life, academics
is another aspect that
LSU places a great deal
of importance on, like
organizing regular study
tables.
“We know everybody
has something to study,”
said Xiomara Hernández
de Marcelo, the organization’s vice president.
“And while we also have
some breaks where you
can socialize a little bit,
we’re really at the study
tables for academics.”
“We’re all here to
graduate with a degree,”
Lopez said.
This organization of
student scholars promoting Latino culture often
refers to themselves as
“La Familia.”
Tonight, the University’s
“La Familia” is holding a
Latino Heritage Month

Kick-Off Event in room
228 of the Union starting at 6 p.m. There students can get to know
more about what it’s like
to be Latino and why
the next 30 days are celebrated in the community. Activities will include
dance lessons, games,
music and more.
It is the first of several
Latino Heritage Month
events planned on campus. LSU will have a calendar available soon.
Festivities start on
Sept. 15 because it is
the anniversary of independence for Costa
R ica,
El
Sa lvador,
Guatemala, Honduras
and Nicaragua. Others
are shortly after, such as
Mexico’s Independence
Day
tomorrow
and
Chile’s on Thursday.
“It’s just a great way
for students to get exposure to what it means to
be Latino,” Brown said.
“We’re helping students
understand it’s campuswide and not just the
Latino community.”

FALCON HEALTH CENTER
Campus health care that’s ready when you are.

Falcon Health Center (FHC) provides preventative and

illness-related health services to BGSU students, faculty and staff, as well as the
community of Bowling Green. The medical staff consists of physicians, nurse
practitioners, and a team of supporting colleagues. Pharmacy, laboratory and
radiology services are now also available. FHC is conveniently located in a new facility
at the corner of South College and Wooster. Up-close parking is available, and we’re
on BGSU shuttle bus route.

Patient Care Services Include:
• Immunizations
• Laboratory
• Drive-Thru Pharmacy

• Sexual Health
• Women’s Health
• Men’s Health

• Psychological Services
• X-ray Diagnostic Studies
• Illness Care

Hours:
Monday- Friday Saturday - Sunday
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Holidays.
Hours may vary for Radiology,
Laboratory and Pharmacy services

838 E. Wooster St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
falconhealth.org | 419-372-2271
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BG CROSS country runner competes at this past weekend’s Mel Brodt Collegiate Invitational held in BG.

BG performes well at home

BG cross country teams have top-ten finishes from indivdual athletes
By Jamar Dunson
Reporter

Junior Becca Rae and Senior
Greg Black finished in the top
ten for the Falcons at the Mel
Brodt Collegiate meet this
past Friday.
Becca led the Falcons as
their top racer in the 5,000
meter race, coming in eighth
place with a time of 15:58.44.
She was followed right behind
by sophomore Mackenzie
McMillin, who came in at
18:00.42. This was the second time in a row that Becca
finished as the top runner for
the team.
Junior Amanda Garlak and
redshirt junior Andrea Alt,
both racing for the first time
this season, finished 13th
and 14th place, respectively.
Redshirt freshman Allison
Francis finished 16th with a
time of 18:29.18, setting a personal best in the process and
beating her previous record by
more than 15 seconds.
Head coach Lou Snelling
was impressed with the team,
saying they’re going in the
right direction.
“Solid performance, good
stuff from two weeks ago,”
Snelling said. “All in all, I think
we accomplished our goals”.

Snelling also commented on
the performance of Rae and
McMillin, particularly with
Rae being in her first race of
the season.
“Mackenzie had a really nice
day, good stuff for her,” Snelling
said. “She looked really good
and finished really well”.
“Andrea in her first race
of the season, it was solid,”
Snelling said. “With where
she’s at right now I’m happy
with it, I know she’s not happy
with it … but I think you’ll see it
again in three weeks when we
race again, she’ll take a really
nice step”.
On the men’s side, Black finished first for the team, coming
in fifth in the 8,000 meter race,
with freshmen Nick Voth and
Travis Jex coming just under
the top ten with 11th and 12th
place. Junior Jeremy Richard
beat his time from the 2013 Mel
Brodt Collegiate by more than
15 seconds, finishing in 24th
with a time of 27:51.33.
Black was impressed with
the team’s performance as well
as his own and looks at the race
as a building block for them to
get better.
“Personally I thought it was a
good opener for myself,” Black
said. “As a team, as a whole we
looked pretty good today. We

have such a young team, a lot
of freshman, a lot of first-year
guys, but I thought they did
really well out there…so I think
this was really good start and
we can build upon this”.
Assistant cross country
coach Eric Thatcher felt the
team did a good job with the
young athletes staying in the
race and being consistent
throughout the meet.
“We did a really good job
at being smart, making good
decisions early and not getting
blown out,” Thatcher said. “We
felt like we did a good job of
staying within a paced range
that’s going to help us stay
fairly consistent to the end of
the meet”.
Snelling and the Falcons
are looking forward to the AllOhio championship meet in
three weeks with excitement
and the intent to show up with
their A-game.
“We want to get to October
fit and healthy,” Snelling said.
“The volume is at the highest
level and the intensity is really
up there, we’re really going to
be working hard these next
three weeks”.
BG will be heading to
Cedarville, Ohio, for the AllOhio Championship meet on
Oct. 3rd.

1 Makes wet
6 Second half of a record
11 "Alley __"
14 Praise mightily
15 Former "American Idol"
judge Abdul
16 Depot: Abbr.
17 One-over-par score
18 Fun runs, often
20 Miffed state
21 The "I" in MIT: Abbr.
22 Target rival
23 1989 French Open winner
Michael
25 Illinois city symbolizing
mainstream America
26 Mobile phone system that
introduced SMS texting
29 In the know
30 Dinghy pair
31 Spanish sun
34 1492 ship

35 Spot for a bracelet
37 Smokes, for short
38 "__ be an honor!"
39 Literature Nobelist Bellow
40 World-renowned
41 Film that requires special
eyewear
44 Arrive on horseback
47 Of the ear
48 Suggestion box suggestions
49 Comfy and cozy
51 Tibetan priest
54 Youth organization with a
clover emblem
56 Put on the tube
57 Inc. kin
58 Wear away slowly
59 Triangular river formation
60 Language ending
61 Knight mare?
62 Laundromat appliance

Your Events
With BG Views Events you can let
all of Bowling Green know about
your upcoming events for free!
Compatable with Facebook, Twitter, iCal,
Google Calender, and many more! New
features are easy and fun to use.

visit us online and post your event @
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Women’s soccer drops match at home against Detroit
Head coach Lindsay Basalyga disappointed in team culture, will need team to buy into process
By Tara Jones
Sports Editor

BG women’s soccer head
coach Lindsay Basalyga is
unhappy with her team’s
culture.
After achieving their first
win of the season in their previous game at Chicago State,
the Falcons dropped their
match Sunday afternoon
3-0 against Detroit. Detroit
entered into the game with a
1-4-1 record, nearly similar to
BG’s 1-4 record.
“The soccer looked good
… it wasn’t a 3-0 difference
between us and this team,”
Basalyga said. “The soccer is
good, it’s much better than
it was this time last year,
but our priorities are a little

FOOTBALL
From Page 3
on my back,” he said.
Make a play is exactly what
he did. They practiced the
fade to the corner all spring
and summer and Saturday
they perfected it as he caught
the game-winning touchdown pass from quarterback
James Knapke.
Lewis admitted he used
to get yelled at during camp
because he had the tendency
to jump for the ball instead of
just let it fall into his hands.
“Roger is a great receiver
and he can make plays,”
Knapke said. “I just had to
give him a chance and he
made a heck of a play.”
That play sealed a 45-42
win for the Falcons against
the Hoosiers. It makes the
Hoosiers the first Big Ten
school the Falcons have
defeated since Minnesota
in 2007 and the first “Power
Five” conference school since
beating Pittsburgh in 2008.
“I’m really excited for the

screwed up when it comes to
culture.”
Prior to its matchup
with the Falcons, Detroit
had dropped its previous
three games.
The Titans and Falcons
were nearly neck and neck
on the final stat sheet, but
Detroit was able to find the
back of the net. The first
goal came with just under
10 minutes left to play in the
first half, giving Detroit a 1-0
lead. The Titans connected
again just a minute later,
giving them a 2-0 advantage
into the half. Their third
and final goal came late in
the second half of the game,
solidifying their lead against
the Falcons.
BG senior Ashley Garr

was on the sidelines for the
Falcons with an injury for the
third game in a row. Basalyga
said the injury in day-to-day.
“Honestly, the people that
have stepped into that role
have done extremely well,”
she said. “Ashley definitely brings a personality to
that area of the field, but I
think Kara [Ross] and Paige
[Amodio] have done an outstanding job.”
Though some of her players have stepped up to the
plate, Basalyga was still disappointed with Sunday’s
loss.
“Our culture is not where
it needs to be right now and
that’s really disappointing,”
she said. “I’m really disappointed in our team and

in terms of where the culture is a year and a half into
our program.”
In order to improve the
team’s culture, Basalyga said
the players need to buy into
the BG process.
“The players have to make
a choice to change it or we’re
going to recruit,” Basalyga
said. “As coaches I give them
the structure, but they’ve got
to live the structure; they’ve
got to live in the direction the
program is going and if they
don’t do that we’ll recruit.
We’ll recruit the players that
fit the culture.”
The Falcons will take to
the road for their next match.
On Sept. 19, BG will travel
to Indianapolis to take on
Butler University at 7 p.m.

win for these seniors and the
players on this team,” head
coach Dino Babers said.
“When those young men get
the opportunity to do something like that in their lives
when they are 18 or 22 years
old, it’s going to stay with
them until they are 60 or 70
and tell their grandkids about
it. I mean, that’s the stuff that
gets me going. I’m just really
excited for those seniors and
those players.”
While Lewis’ catch is what
ultimately won the game it
took “a full team and family”
effort Babers said.
In the first half, as the
offense struggled to put
touchdowns on the board,
the defense and special teams
units kept them in the game.
Falcon kicker Tyler Tate
made all four of his chances
in the first half making kicks
from: 28, 38, 45 and 47 yards.
He accounted for all 12 halftime points by the Falcons.
“Tate was awesome,”
Babers said. “When you have
somebody like TT [Tate] that
is going to just come in and

nail three pointer after three
pointer, it’s just special and
it’s a great weapon.”
The defense was able
to keep the Falcons in the
game going into halftime.
After giving up an early second quarter touchdown
they did not allow any more
points until midway until the
third quarter.
“I told our defense that
this was going to be a real old
fashioned fight,” Babers said.
“We wanted it to be close
enough where they could feel
us to see if they squeezed up
a little bit, because we were
going to stay relaxed and we
were going to play.”
The defense played a pivotal role in the first half, but
arguably their most important play came in the fourth
quarter after the offense
turned the ball over on
downs.
The Hoosiers who held a
35-32 lead at the time worked
the ball to the BG 22 yard line.
They handed the ball off to
running back Tevin Coleman
three times prior. On the

fourth attempt defensive
lineman Charlie Walker hit
Coleman and forced a fumble. The fumble was recovered by safety Ryland Ward.
That turnover led to a
touchdown drive for the
Falcons changing what could
have been a scoring drive
for the Hoosiers to a 39-35
BG lead.
“That drive just epitomizes
the if you play hard enough
good things will happen to
you,” said defensive lineman
Gus Schwieterman “Ryland
could have taken a play off
and not been there to jump
on it, but because the effort
was there and we kept fighting it happened to fall right in
our hands.”
That gave the Falcons
momentum as Knapke led
two drives of 88 yards, including the final drive of the game
that took one minute and
59 seconds.
“The cool thing about our
offense is that when we go
two minutes that’s not something new for us; that’s what
we do,” Babers said.

1 Belles at balls
2 Nerve cell transmitter
3 Potter's stick?
4 Superabundance
5 Messy digs
6 Dish cleaner
7 Fleming and McKellen
8 Song for two
9 Yellowstone Park
grazer
10 Carnival pitchmen
11 Tinseltown trophy
12 Cheri of "SNL"
13 Linguini or fettuccine
19 Wild way to run
21 Roadside shelter
24 __ of Reason
25 Seaside city
26 Twerp
27 Picturesque fabric
28 "Who __ that masked
man?"
29 "Wheel of Fortune"
buy
31 Likewise
32 S-shaped molding
33 It made Leary bleary
35 Hypothetical time
irregularity
36 Be contrite about
37 Cleveland NBA player

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you’ve felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?
Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgnews.com
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IVYWOOD APTS.

Studios &
1 Bedrooms

$380-$495/mo.
` Near BGSU
` Private patio/entrance
` Extra storage
` Pets welcome
` Short-term leases available

419-352-7691 EHO

39 Tells to be quiet
40 Part of FWIW
41 Scotch tape
target
42 Did some finger
painting
43 Coffee holder
44 Hunting weapon
45 Objects of devotion
46 "Little __ Coupe":
Beach Boys hit
49 Gin fizz fruit
50 Naked
52 Apportion, with
"out"
53 Hebrew winter
month
55 Old PC monitor
56 Toss into the mix

Classified Ads

419-372-0328
The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.

Help Wanted
*Yoko Japanese Restaurant
now hiring servers. Flex. hrs,
only 15-20 minutes from BG.
Apply in person at:
465 W. Dussel Dr., Maumee, OH.
(419) 893-2290
Asst Teachers/Subs needed for
professional child care center,
FT & PT avail. Energy, creativity,
reliability required.
Send resume to: TEACHERS,
6450 Weatherfield Ct, Ste 3,
Maumee, OH 43537
Docs is now hiring bartenders,
servers and kitchen help.
Call 419-823-4081 after 3pm.

For Rent

www.ivywoodapts.com

`````````

1 rm effic, furn, shared bath,
120 1/2 E Reed, $290/mo+elec,
non-smoking, call 419-601-3225.
5 BR, 2 Bath, 617 N. Main,
off st parking & laundry room incl,
avail Aug 2015. 12 mo lease,
$1300/mo, call 419-722-1371
or email: aricketts@woh.rr.com

MON 9/15 - THURS 9/18

AS ABOVE, SO BELOW R
(4:45) 10:15

THE NOVEMBER MAN R
(2:10) 7:15

DOLPHIN TALE 2 PG
(2:15) (4:55) 7:30 10:05

NO GOOD DEED PG-13
(2:30) (5:00) 7:25 9:55

THE GIVER PG-13

(2:20) (4:50) 7:20 10:00

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES
PG-13 3D (4:35) 9:45
2D (2:05) 7:05
New Hours! Tue-Thur open at 2pm
Fri- Mon open at 11:30am
( )= Matinee Showtime

419-352-6335

Brand new cozy 1BR w/ fireplace,
Avail NOW, $425/mo + elec,
min 1 yr lease, call 419-654-5716.
Furn. room, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $250/mo
w/ $100 dep. Call 419-354-6117.
Lrg, nice 3BR, 943 N. Prospect,
,W/D, attached garage, 3 student
max occup, $650/mo +utils.
Avail NOW! Call 419-601-0781.

